
One of the fine by-products of The African Law Reports is Dr. Alan Milner's *Modern African Contract Cases* (The African Law Reports, Oxford, 1971), a collection of the leading decisions of the sixties in what is subtitled "Common Law Africa". This is the area served by the ALR in its various series of reports and comprises seventeen countries, all of Anglophonic Africa except Rhodesia and South Africa. The collection is composed of seven parts, Formation of Contract, Capacity to Contract, Form and Terms of the Contract, Vitiating Factors, Discharge of Contracts, Remedies, and Quasi-Contract. These in turn are subdivided into chapters which follow the pattern of contract courses found in most of the English speaking African law faculties. The decisions have been reduced to their significant elements but only the language of the court is used. All the relevant facts are captioned.

*Modern African Contract Cases* will be particularly useful to the student who can find in a single volume the essentials of all the important contract cases of a significant decade in the development of African law. The *Cases* will be an invaluable reference. All the citations used by the courts have been carefully checked and those not provided in the judgments are footnoted. This reflects the great care used by the African Law Reports in all of its publications. The collection also indicates the extraordinary resources of the ALR in its unexcelled collection of the decisional law of modern common law Africa.
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